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Motivation: Product design in the light of a business requires information from the busi-
ness and physical domains, which, from a computational engineering perspective, implies
integrating business decision tools with process and material simulation processes.The
integration is not only in the coupling of the tools but also in the exchange of data. The
business workflow management systems must communicate with analysis tools, optimisa-
tion and decision support systems, some of which require process simulations. The process
simulation, in turn, will, in general, model several layers of time scales, which may range
from quantum mechanics to the finished product’s mechanical properties.

Approach: A workflow describes how one logically combines different activities to achieve
a defined goal. Tools like CAMUNDA are based on the Business Process Modelling con-
cept, and they are well established and easy to use. In contrast, workflows for the sim-
ulation of physical systems are rarer and require expert knowledge. A typical example
is multi-scale modelling, where the problem of interest covers any sub-range from quan-
tum mechanics to macroscopic product properties. For some years, NTNU developed a
modelling/simulation suite that is ontology-based, ProMo, for Process Modelling. Reduc-
tionism forms the background, and processes are represented as interacting networks of
mass/energy/momentum. Like BPM tools, we use a visual language to model processes.

Paper & Presentation: We will discuss the use of workflows on an industrial example
being the object in the VIPCOAT EU project. CAMUNDA is used to model the business
layer, and the ProMo technology is employed to construct the process model. We shall
address the issue of Petri-net synchronising the different activities in workflows. We
will also discuss the challenges with exchanging information between different workflow
representations, different levels of workflows and separate workflows. We address the
data exchange problem by employing a shared dataspace as a unified knowledge base,
managing different data sources containing variables, configurations, accumulated data,
and data representations (meta-data and ontologies).
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